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Abstract 

This study is about eight dyads of ninth grade students conducting collaborative online research on topics 

related to their science curriculum in school. It measures the impact of a teaching intervention called 

LINKS (Learning to Integrate InterNet Knowledge Strategically) on four dyads’ ability to engage a set of 

ten strategies hypothesized to support multiple Internet text integration processes relative to their control-

group peers who participated in the same dyadic inquiry and writing activities, but without instructional 

supports. Results showed that LINKS, as administered in this study, had virtually no impact on the 

frequencies, relative frequencies and relative duration of strategies used during a series of five online 

inquiry sessions relative to the control group. At posttest, control and treatment groups differed on just 

one strategic code – cueing of pre-existing knowledge before inquiry. Importantly, in their written 

persuasive arguments at posttest, treatment participants were found to integrate information from a more 

diverse set of websites than control participants. Explanations for these results are explored, including the 

possibility that LINKS may have organized treatment participants’ reading activities in ways that enabled 

this integrative action through writing at posttest. In light of the pressing need for teaching methods that 

help students to construct an integrated understanding of a topic from multiple Internet texts, this study 

offers a promising point of departure for future research.  

 

Keywords:  Dyadic online inquiry, academic digital literacies, multiple Internet text integration, teaching 

intervention 
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Introduction 

It is extraordinary to consider that as the World Wide Web has precipitated shifts in the ways we 

communicate, socialize, do business, and even read for information (Spiro, DeSchryver, Hagerman, 

Morsink & Thompson, 2015) a generation of children has also grown up. Early predictions about this 

generation and their native technological fluencies (e.g., Prensky, 2001) have now been questioned; 

research has painted a diverse and complex portrait of the digital literacies and learning skills that young 

people use (e.g., boyd, 2014; Coiro, 2011; Thompson, 2013). Although this generation may have grown 

up with the Internet, and spent a considerable amount of time engaged with digital media (Rideout, Foehr 

& Roberts, 2010), evidence suggests that their uses of the Internet outside of school may not have 

equipped them with complex digital academic literacies (Colwell, Hunt-Baron & Reinking, 2013; Kiili, 

Mäkinen, & Coiro, 2013) that will, arguably, be fundamental to their success (DeSchryver, 2014; Leu et 

al., 2011; Leu, Kinzer, Coiro, Castek & Henry, 2013). Adolescents are known to play, socialize, explore, 

construct and communicate their emergent identities online (boyd, 2014; Gleason, 2015; Ito et al., 2008; 

Lenhart, Smith & Anderson, 2015; Li, Snow & White, 2015; Wargo, 2015), and yet, evidence indicates 

that schools have struggled to build from or integrate out-of-school literacies to support curriculum 

objectives (Alvermann, 2008; Elish-Piper, Wold & Schwingendorf, 2014; Moje, 2008; Moje, Overby, 

Tysvaer & Morris, 2008). At scale, systems of schooling have yet to master the teaching of the multiple, 

critical, social, and problem-solving literacies that students will need for life in our globally networked 

information society (Leu,et al., 2013; OECD, 2015; New London Group, 1996; Rouet, 2006; Rowsell, 

2013) and future versions of it that we may not even be able to imagine. 

 Certainly, with curricula such as the Common Core State Standards for Literacies in 

History/Social Studies, Science and the Technical Subjects (NGAC, & CCSSO, 2010) asking for broader 

engagements with digital texts; and with new versions of the PISA that include creative problem-solving 

(OECD, 2012), and reading literacy tasks that measure integration, interpretation, evaluation and 

reflection (OECD, 2013), schools, globally, will mobilize supports for academic digital literacies 

development. Change will happen. However, even with standards and tests to drive new instructional 
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focus on digital academic literacies, significant questions about what to teach and how to teach academic 

digital literacies remain.  

In response, this study asks how we might teach young adolescents to construct an integrated 

understanding of the texts they find and read on the Internet while engaged in research projects for school. 

At an especially sensitive time in their neural development (Blakemore, 2012; Paus, 2005; Steinberg, 

2005) early adolescence is arguably the right time for students to practice complex strategic actions that 

will become the foundation for lifelong academic digital literacies skills. 

Theoretical Frameworks 

The design, questions and methods of this study are built on several theoretical assumptions.  

First, it is assumed that learning and the context in which learning happens are inextricably 

connected (Brown, Collins & Duguid, 1989; Lave & Wenger, 1991; Vygotsky, 1978). Moreover, it is 

assumed that learning contexts are shaped by social systems and that children, indeed all novices, learn 

through a model of social apprenticeship that is responsive to the learner’s changing needs. For these 

reasons, this study was conducted in the participants’ schools, participants were paired with a peer, and 

the intervention was designed to gradually release responsibility from teacher to learner (Duke & Pearson, 

2002; Pearson & Gallagher, 1983).  

Second, by leveraging the construction-integration model of reading comprehension (Kintsch, 

1998; Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978) and the documents model of multiple text integration (Britt et al., 2013; 

Perfetti et al., 1999; Rouet, 2006), it is assumed that readers construct a model of understanding within a 

single text by first building a text base and then a situation model for the text. As readers integrate 

multiple situation models, it is assumed that they consider relations among texts. As Rouet (2006) 

contends, knowledge of source, and content, and the way that these two factors connect to one another, 

permits single documents to be synthesized into an integrated, multiple documents model of 

understanding (pp. 71-72).  

The documents model of multiple text integration also informed the working conceptualization of 

integration of meaning in this study as a recursive, iterative process of cognitive bricolage through which 
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this coherent model of understanding is constructed (Britt, Rouet, & Brasch, 2013; Perfetti, Rouet & Britt, 

1999; Rouet, 2006). The process is also called synthesis (Leu, Kinzer, Coiro & Cammack, 2004). The 

choice to use the terms integration of meaning and multiple text integration in this work is an effort to 

align terminology with theory, and the way that evidence from students’ writing was used to construct 

inferences about their cognitive processes. I tracked the texts that students used. I was able to see 

evidence, in their writing, of how they juxtaposed information that they found and read online. I tracked 

how they used that information in a persuasive argument. For me, the term multiple text integration 

describes the processes I observed and the processes I used to make inferences about the impact of the 

teaching intervention I designed.   

Thirdly, this study draws on the dual-level Theory of New Literacies (Leu, Kinzer, Coiro, Castek 

& Henry, 2013) and all of its assumptions, including that “new literacies are multiple, multimodal and 

multifaceted”, that “new forms of strategic knowledge are required,” and that “teachers become more 

important, though their role changes, within new literacies classrooms” (p. 1158). 

Finally, it is also assumed that writing supports the construction of meaning (e.g., Klein & Rose, 

2010; Langer, 1986a, 1986b; Newell, 2006). It was assumed that the act of writing itself would support 

multiple-text integration and that trace evidence of integration processes would be evident in participants’ 

written arguments. I also assumed that the organization and content of students’ written arguments could 

be taken to represent a constructed version of students’ understanding.  

Literature 

Based on studies of expert multiple text integration with printed, and online texts, a set of 

strategies were identified for inclusion in an instructional intervention designed to support students’ 

progression toward more expert habits of strategy use. I review the strategies literature below. It is 

followed by a review of studies that informed the method of instruction.  

What to Teach? 

Focus on reading purpose and relevance of text options. To construct a documents model of 

understanding (Rouet, 2006) good readers of multiple Internet texts evaluate potential texts for content 
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relevance (Rouet, 2006; Wiley et al., 2009). For middle-schoolers labelled as proficient online readers 

(Coiro & Dobler, 2007) text relevance is often assessed through a process of forward inferencing at the 

search engine results page (SERP), before a text is chosen for closer reading. Afflerbach and Cho (2009) 

describe initial evaluation of content utility or relevance as one strategy for “realizing and constructing 

potential texts to read” (p. 82). They also note that good readers “sample goal-related information at the 

initial stage of reading to establish a dynamic plan to achieve one’s own goal” (p. 82). Given these 

findings, teaching students how to identify and determine relevance based on reading purpose, and how to 

make inferences about the relevance of texts from cues at the SERP, such as the snippet text and the URL, 

are therefore important strategies to teach.   

 Comparing and contrasting information. Offline, good multiple text integrators corroborate 

relevant facts, looking for similarities and differences among the texts they read (Rouet, Favart, Britt & 

Perfetti, 1997; Stahl, Hynd, Britton, McNish & Bosquet, 1996; Wineburg, 1991). After reading texts 

closely, and extracting salient content, good readers weigh the relative value of the information they’ve 

gathered to construct an integrated documents model of understanding that includes multiple ideas 

(Cerdán & Vidal-Abarca, 2008; Kintsch, 1998; Rouet, 2006). Comparing and constrating ideas are 

important strategies to teach. 

  Evaluate trustworthiness using multiple cues. People who expertly integrate multiple texts, 

evaluate trustworthiness of the information using a range of heuristics and cues. Offline, they use 

sourcing cues such as authorship to indicate text value (Wineburg, 1991; Rouet, 2006). Online, they use 

content provided in the snippet text, and clues in the URL (Afflerbach & Cho, 2009; Braasch et al., 2013, 

Braten, Stromso & Britt, 2009; Coiro & Dobler, 2007). Experts also seem to leverage signals of 

trustworthiness from text structure and aesthetic design (e.g., Lindgaard, Dudek, Sen, Sumegi, & Noonan, 

2011; Wang & Emurian, 2004), text genre, its’ intended audience, purpose, tone and feel (Afflerbach & 

Cho, 2009). Importantly, college students who are better at identifying the trustworthiness of texts have 

also been found to learn more content from their online research (Wiley et al., 2009). Those who learn 

more also seem to engage qualitatively sophisticated reasons for their choices (Goldman et al., 2012). 
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They cite author credentials (e.g., ‘it’s by a professor, so it’s probably accurate’ or ‘this guy’s a 

crackpot’), address information quality (e.g., “that’s a lot of information about plants” or “good analogy”) 

and use the scientific soundness of the information (e.g., no evidence, proof here – pretty far-fetched”) to 

judge texts as trustworthy or not (p. 368). Teaching students to flexibly evaluate trustworthiness using 

diverse cues is therefore essential. 

     Pre-existing knowledge of topic. McNamara and Shapiro (2005) note that the construction of a 

cohesive situation model from multiple linked hypertexts is dependent on the structure of the hypertext 

environment itself, but also on the reader’s pre-existing domain knowledge. Readers with more content 

knowledge are more able to construct meaning in open hypertext systems whereas readers with less 

content knowledge benefit from hypertext environments that explicitly cue the relationships among texts. 

This evidence suggests that novice online readers and multiple text integrators could benefit from 

knowing something about the topic before they begin to read online. 

        Self-regulation of strategy use. Expert online readers, in comparison to weaker readers, also 

seem to engage self-regulatory strategies that allow them to strategically manage their focus on purpose, 

relevance, trustworthiness, and on the similarities, differences and connections between and among texts. 

(Afflerbach & Cho, 2009; Azevedo & Cromley, 2004; Balcytienne, 1999; Bråten & Strømsø, 2011; 

Dwyer, 2010; Eveland & Dunwoody, 2000; Goldman et al., 2012; Sevensma, 2013). In their study of 

better and poorer undergraduate learners, Goldman et al. (2012) found that better learners’ stated reasons 

for leaving websites also reflected “greater planfulness and goal-directedness” (p. 370) than reasons given 

by those who learned less during the study. It would seem that an important part of the “what” would be 

the provision of a strategic framework that could support novice researchers’ self-regulatory processing 

and enable an explicit and planful focus on the communicative goals of their assigned work. 

 Informed by this ensemble of research, I developed the [(PST2) + (iC)3] strategies framework, 

outlined in Table 1. It includes as list of questions that students can ask themselves as they flexibly 

engage each of the strategies during online inquiry tasks. 
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Table 1 

[(PST2) + (iC)3] Strategies and Supporting Questions  

Pre-Reading P: Purpose 

What do we have to learn about? 
What do we have to create with this information? 

P: Pre-existing knowledge 

What do we already know about this topic? 

For Finding, Previewing 
and  Evaluating 

S: Search 

What search terms should we use? 

S: Source selection 

Which of these sources looks most promising, and why? 

T: Type of Text 

What type of text is this? Does this help us understand more about the 
information it provides before we select it? 

T: Trustworthiness 

How trustworthy is this source? 
 

MOUSE CLICK/CHOICE 

During 
Close 
Reading 

I: Identify important information 

What information can we use to meet our reading purpose? 

C: Compare to pre-existing knowledge 

How does this information compare with what we already know? 

C: Connect to other texts 

How does this information connect with information that we have read in 
other texts? 

C: Continually update understanding 

What do we know now? What do we still need to understand to achieve 
our purpose? 
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How to teach these skills? 

Several studies have shown that, for adolescents, the multiple text integration skills outlined 

above improve with practice (Strømsø, Bråten, & Samuelstuen, 2003) and instruction (Braasch et al., 

2013; Britt & Aglinksas, 2002; Wiley & Voss, 1999; Wiley et al., 2009). The design of the task prompt 

itself may also support integration processing. Wiley and Voss (1999) found that students produced the 

most integrated and causal essays in response to prompts that asked them to (a) form an argument and (b) 

when they needed to construct their argument from multiple sources presented on a website.  

 Promising instructional methods for teaching online reading and inquiry processes seem to align 

with the most widely supported methods for teaching reading comprehension as well. In an Irish school 

district serving disadvantaged populations of children over a two-year time period, Dwyer (2010) used a 

formative and design experiment (Reinking & Bradley, 2008) to test the impact of an instructional 

environment that sought to “scaffold the development of effective online reading and information-seeking 

strategies [...], within an integrated classroom curriculum, through a series of linked interventions.” (p. 

74). Importantly, students in her study worked collaboratively with peers and in groups. Her instructional 

methods drew heavily from (a) Guthrie’s Concept Oriented Reading Instruction (CORI) (Guthrie et al., 

1996; Guthrie & Wigfield, 2000) model which combines strategy instruction with conceptual knowledge 

instruction in science, and methods that support readers’ motivation and engagement with texts (Guthrie, 

McRae & Klauda, 2007; Guthrie, Wigfield & Klauda, 2012). She also borrowed methods from Palincsar 

& Brown’s (1984) Reciprocal Teaching framework that emphasizes four essential comprehension 

strategies: predicting, questioning, clarifying and summarizing, along with more general strategic 

comprehension monitoring. In this model, teachers use gradual release of responsibility (Duke & Pearson, 

2002; Duke et al., 2011; Pearson & Gallagher, 1983) moving from direct instruction to student-led 

discussions of their own reading strategies that are socially supported and positioned within learners’ 

zones of proximal development (Vygotsky, 1978). Within the gradual release of responsibility model, 

Dwyer found three instructional strategies to be particularly supportive of online strategy development: 

(a) brief, but explicit strategy instruction using think-aloud techniques (Kucan & Beck, 1997; Newell & 
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Simon, 1972) (b) adaptive scaffolding that was just-in-time and responsive to students’ immediate 

learning needs, and (c) peer-to-peer collaboration (p. 361). 

 The Teaching Internet Comprehension to Adolescents (TICA) project (Leu & Reinking, 2005a), 

the goals for which have been to increase the use of Internet reading comprehension strategies to 

concomitantly improve (a) reading online and offline, (b) academic engagement and (c) achievement 

among middle-schoolers at risk of dropping out (Leu & Reinking, 2005b) has also adopted a version of 

Palincsar & Brown’s (1984) reciprocal teaching model (Leu, et al., 2008) with promising results. As 

measured by specific Online Reading Comprehension Assessments (ORCA), scores on a paired-samples 

t-test for treatment students who received the Internet Reciprocal Teaching (IRT) intervention were 

significantly higher in the second year of the TICA study (Leu et al., 2008, p. 333). Consistent with 

Dwyer’s instructional methods, IRT also prescribes teacher-led instruction, collaborative modeling of 

specific online reading comprehension strategies, and gradual release of responsibility until students 

engage in their own online inquiries (Leu et al., 2008, pp. 328-330). 

 Together, these findings suggest that an integrated, gradual release of responsibility model for 

online reading instruction that includes teacher modeling, responsive scaffolding, peer collaboration and 

opportunities for student inquiry could support progression toward more expert online reading and 

integration of ideas.  Although previous intervention studies have shown general gains in online reading 

comprehension skills (Castek, 2008; Dwyer, 2010; Leu et al., 2008) the particular constellation of 

strategies (i.e, the what) and instructional methods (i.e, the how) that might best support the development 

of multiple, multi-modal Internet text integration skills have yet to be determined.  

 Given the complexities of every classroom ecology, and the complexities of multiple text 

Integration processes, a one-size-fits-all solution is not the goal of this work. However, there is value in 

articulating and testing a set of methods known to support gains in offline and online reading 

comprehension skills for their impact on the acquisition of multiple, multimodal Internet text integration 

skills. 
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LINKS 

Based on an examination of promising methods for offline and online reading comprehension 

instruction, the LINKS intervention included seven integrated instructional elements, implemented in the 

following order: (a) dyadic discussion of reading prompt, reading purpose and background knowledge; 

(b) quick, direct introduction and review of [(PST)2 + (iC3)] strategies and supporting questions, by 

teacher; (c) teacher modeling of strategy use for the purpose of constructing an integrated understanding 

of topics from multiple texts via a series of three screencasts that gradually release responsibility to 

students over three intervention sessions; (d) 30 minutes of dyadic online inquiry; (e) guided teacher 

questioning that prompts application of [(PST)2 + (iC3)] strategies during reading; (f) note taking that 

requires students to change ink color to delineate information gathered from different information 

sources; (g) writing a persuasive argument independently for 20 minutes.  

 I’ve called this intervention Learning to Integrate InterNet Knowledge Strategically (LINKS). The 

acronym articulates the intervention’s purpose. Knowledge, in this case, stands for the schemas students 

build from the processes of gathering, evaluating and integrating information from multiple texts. The 

word LINKS is synonymous with integration, or synthesis and connotes the Internet’s fundamental 

property––the hyperlink, often link for short.         

Research Questions 

         This study asks two questions: 

1. What impact, if any, does the LINKS intervention have on students’ application of multiple, multi-

modal Internet text integration skills during online inquiry? 

2. What impact, if any, does the LINKS intervention have on trace evidence of integration processes 

in students’ written persuasive arguments?  

Method 

Design 
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A repeated measures design with one control group and one treatment group was used to explore 

the impact of LINKS on (a) application of strategic processes during dyadic online inquiry, and (b) 

evidence of integration in individual students’ written persuasive arguments.  

Participants were purposefully assigned to dyads. Dyads were randomly assigned to treatment or 

control condition. Each participant was part of one dyad for the duration of the study (Kenny, Kashy & 

Cook, 2006). Non-independence was assumed during online inquiry; members of dyads were considered 

indistinguishable. Participants wrote persuasive essays independently, however. 

All participants completed five online inquiry sessions focused on topics related to the state 

science curriculum. Dyad 4 completed the study in seven weeks. Six others completed the six sessions 

over 10 weeks. Dyad 5 completed it in 11 weeks. This variability reflected the logistical realities of the 

school-based contexts in which the study was conducted. 

Pretest (session 1) and posttest (session 5) followed the same format for both groups. For the 

treatment group, the LINKS intervention was administered during the three intermediary sessions 

(sessions 2, 3 and 4). For the control group, these sessions offered a comparable online inquiry 

experience, but without the LINKS teaching intervention. Figure 1 outlines the design of the study for 

treatment and control participants.  

Participants 

Results for eight purposefully selected dyads (16 participants) are reported in this study.  

Participants were recruited from two schools––one public and one independent–– in a Midwestern state. 

All participants were in the first semester of their grade 9 year. The average age of participants at the start 

of the study was 14 years, eight months (or 14.67). On a self-report survey, 11 students self-identified as 

white/Caucasian, three as Black/African American, one as South-Asian and one as Persian/Middle 

Eastern. All minority students attended the independent school. 
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Assignment to dyad. Participants were purposefully matched to dyads using two factors: (a) 

similarity of scores on the Woodcock Reading Mastery Passages Comprehension Subtest (version III) 

(Woodcock, 2011) (WRMT), and (b) students’ given preferences of partner, as stated on a free-choice 

form. This approach was informed by evidence that offline reading comprehension scores are statistically 

significant predictors of online reading comprehension scores (Coiro, 2011a) and evidence that the degree 

to which students trust or like their partners influences their collaborative reading outcomes (Dirks, 1999; 

Kiili, Laurinen, Marttunen, & Leu, 2012). It was hypothesized that students reading at similar levels who 

also express interest in working together would have a higher probability of performing as well as 

possible on each inquiry session.  

26 

School	  1 
n	  =	  4 

School	  2  
n	  =	  12  

Treatment  
Introduction  

Pretest  
1  
2  
3  

Posttest  

Random	  Assignment	  of	  Dyads	  to	  Condition 

Control  
Introduction  

Pretest  
1  
2  
3  

Posttest  

N	  =	  16  
n	  =	  8	  dyads  

Figure 1. Design of study.  
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Eight dyads were selected for this analysis from among the 11 dyads who finished the study so 

that control and treatment groups were as balanced as possible on their pretest online reading scores, 

school, and self-reported racial/cultural identity. The gender distribution of the purposefully selected 

dyads, 11 girls, 5 boys, reflects the general gender disparity in the larger sample (14 girls and 8 boys 

completed the study).  The control group included three girl-girl dyads and one boy-boy dyad. The 

treatment group included one boy-girl dyad, two girl-girl dyads, and one boy-boy dyad. Importantly, 

given that this was the first time this intervention had been tested, it was important in this first analysis to 

compare groups that were as similar as possible on factors known to impact online reading 

comprehension.  

 Self-report survey data for the eight dyads showed that participants were generally familiar with 

the Internet. All participants reported Internet access at home, and at school. At school, 14 (87.5%) 

participants reported using Google searches to find information about topics, and visiting websites in 

school for specific purposes as directed by a teacher. Eleven (68.75%) reported using library resources 

such as online databases to find information for projects.  

Research Context 

Both schools were located in communities with median household incomes that exceeded the 

state median. In the public school, 22% of students qualified for free or reduced-price lunch. 

Free/Reduced-price lunch data were not available for the independent school, although admissions 

policies explicitly focused on inviting a student body that reflected the racial, economic, religious and 

social diversity of the surrounding community; tuition payments were also prorated to family income. 

Both schools were equipped with high-speed Internet via wifi in all classrooms. Both schools 

provided laptops on carts for teachers to use in classrooms. Desktop computers were available for student 

use in media information centers and computer labs in both schools. In both schools, students were 

excused from classes to participate in the research study.  

Online Inquiry Tasks 

 The inquiry prompts followed a consistent structure for each of the five sessions.  Each prompt 
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introduced an issue inspired by a curriculum expectation and then asked students to read about the topic 

and write a persuasive argument. Both groups received the same prompts. For example: 

Practice Session Prompt 2:   
Curriculum Expectation: Describe peaceful technological applications of nuclear fission and radioactive 
decay. (P 4.12A) 

Anti-nuclear advocates say there are no safe uses of nuclear energy. However, many countries around the 
world use nuclear fission peacefully to meet their energy needs. Are the peaceful uses of nuclear fission 
important enough to outweigh the risks?  

Using multiple, trustworthy Internet texts of any type (e.g., print, photos, video, graphics, charts, figures, 
tables etc.) read about the risks of nuclear fission and the peaceful uses of this technology. Then, using 
what you have learned, write a persuasive argument for leaders of a country considering nuclear power 
that would convince them of whether to use nuclear fission or not. 
 

Screencasts 

 The decision to model the application of PST2 + iC3 strategies was taken for several reasons. 

First, the recordings controlled for instructional experience. All dyads received the same experience. 

Second, it forced the very careful planning of the progression of the think-alouds. The first modelled the 

use of all strategies. The second, focused uniquely on the integrative strategies -- identify important 

information, compare, connect and continually update. The third included modelling with less thinking 

aloud while participants tried to identify the strategies that were being used. Thirdly, the recording of the 

screencasts enabled these resources to be immediately available online to others.  

 The control group screencasts were designed to include the same web-based content as treatment 

participants saw and read but no think-aloud scaffolding was provided to them. Instead, control 

participants were asked to read the websites silently. The time given for reading each web-based 

information source was the same in both versions of the screencasts. Links to all screencasts are available 

from this page: http://mschirahagerman.com/downloads-and-links/  

Data Collection and Analysis: Evidence of Strategy Use during Online Inquiry Sessions  

Audio, video and navigational clickstream data. For all online inquiry sessions, audio, picture-

in-picture video, and navigational clickstream data were recorded using Morae Recorder screencapture 
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software (Techsmith, 2012). The recordings, each approximately 30 minutes in length, were then 

imported to Morae Manager (Techsmith, 2012) where they were reviewed, transcribed (audio) and coded 

for evidence of strategy use.  

         Notes and background knowledge. All participants were asked to record relevant or important 

information on transparency film using coloured pens to indicate change of information source. Treatment 

participants wrote their background knowledge on one transparency film. They used the second to record 

details during the 30-minute online inquiry session. Using two films permitted separation of background 

knowledge from other information acquired or considered during inquiry. Control participants used the 

first transparency sheet to record notes or ideas that occurred to them during silent reading of “starter 

texts” through their screencast viewing time, but were not explicitly instructed to record what they already 

knew on the topic. Since it was hypothesized that awareness of background knowledge would promote 

integration of multiple texts in the treatment condition (e.g., Anderson & Pearson, 1984; Kintsch, 1998; 

McNamara & Shapiro, 2005) notetaking on the first transparency film was framed differently for the 

groups.  

Coding for Strategy Use 

Unit of analysis. Codes were assigned to strategic episodes, defined as actions, decisions, 

exchanges and/or explanations that appeared connected to the same strategic online reading process. 

Given that video, audio, and clickstream data were simultaneously analyzed for evidence of strategic 

processing, the decision to assign a code to a strategic episode could be based on evidence from one, two 

or all three of these modalities. A new strategic episode was assumed to begin when evidence for a new 

strategic process became evident. This choice follows from the work of Kiili (2013) who analyzed 

“episodes” (p. 252) in her study of collaborative online readers.  

Coding methods. Strategic episodes were coded deductively for processes that aligned witih the 

PST2 + iC3 framework (Miles, Huberman & Saldana, 2014, p. 75). I coded each inquiry session for 

evidence of students’ discussion of reading purpose (A), and prior knowledge (B), use of search key 

words or phrases (C), selection of an information source (D), discussion of text type (E) and evaluation of 
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trustworthiness (F). I also coded evidence of participants identifying important (relevant) information (G), 

making comparisons to prior knowledge (H), connecting to other texts (I) and continually updating their 

understanding (J). Additional codes were added through inductive coding of the data (Miles et al., 2014, 

p. 81). In particular, a code was added to differentiate discussion of trustworthiness before selecting an 

information source from the Search Engine Results Page (F) and discussion of trustworthiness during 

reading (Y). A code was added for the series of processes students engaged to construct understanding 

within a single text (M), for moments when reading was tangential to the reading purpose, for the broad 

procedural or technical questions that they asked, and for their notetaking processes. Codes were also 

developed for researcher scaffolding in the treatment group and researcher check-ins in the control group. 

In sum, 3006 episodes were identified in the set of 40 videos recorded by these eight dyads. The coding 

manual is included in Appendix A. 

Interrater agreement. To test the validity of the codes and the reliability of their application to 

the data, coding progressed through two phases of constant comparison (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Miles & 

Huberman, 1994; Denscombe, 2003) and interrater agreement. 

Phase 1. A set of 6 purposefully selected videos, three treatment, and three control group, were 

initially transcribed and coded to develop consistent coding methods. The first iteration of the coding 

manual was reviewed with an expert colleague. These discussions focused on the structure, meaning, and 

consistent application of the codes. The expert colleague coded 40 randomly selected excerpts. All coding 

differences were resolved through discussion, review of the original video data, and careful review of 

definitions. The refined codes and nuanced interpretations discussed during this session informed all 

subsequent coding of video data. Although we negotiated agreement on a random sample of codes, this 

phase of interrater agreement was designed to identify and resolve problems at an early stage (Bazeley, 

2013) so that subsequent analyses would be more reliable. Revisions to the coding scheme based on these 

discussions were applied to the first six videos and to the remaining 34. 
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Phase 2. Once all video process data had been coded, the same expert colleague coded a random 

sample of 264 strategic episodes. Interrater agreement was very high (Landis & Koch, 1977, p.165) 

k=.874, p<.001. All differences were resolved by viewing and discussing the original video evidence. 

Finally, all process codes were updated and checked a third and final time to ensure consistency.  

Data Collection and Analysis: Evidence of Integration of Multiple Texts in Written Arguments  

         Persuasive essays. After reading with a partner for 30 minutes, each participant wrote a 

persuasive argument in response to the topic prompt. This writing was done independently, for 20 

minutes, in individual Google documents.  

      Integration rubric. I developed a scoring rubric for evidence of integrative processing in 

students’ written persuasive arguments. The Trace Indicators of Integration (TII) rubric included a set of 

ten indicators of integration that were informed by both the ORCA-Open (Leu, Coiro, Kulikowich, 

Sedransk, Everett-Cacopardo, McVerry et al., 2012) and the theoretical foundations for my definition of 

multiple text integration as interative, recursive, framed by purpose, and supported by writing itself.  All 

criteria were scored on a three point scale (0, 1, 2). The minimum score on the rubric was 0, the maximum 

20. The rubric is provided in Appendix B. 

For each essay, integration was evaluated immediately after watching, transcribing and coding the 

corresponding online inquiry processes. In this way, I was able to identify the provenance of information 

that appeared in each persuasive argument, composed immediately after the inquiry session.  

 Interrater agreement. Interrater agreement for the essays was within an acceptable range (k = 

.617) (Landis & Koch, 1977; Bakeman & Quera, 2011). All differences were resolved through discussion 

and review of the evidence. Final index scores were carefully reviewed to ensure adequate evidence to 

support each value judgment and consistency in coding following from those discussions.   

Results 

Pretest Comparison of Reading Scores 

Woodcock Reading Mastery Test (WRMT) Passages Subtest scores for treatment and control 

participants were compared to determine pretest differences between groups on this validated measure of 
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reading comprehension ability. Shapiro-Wilk tests showed that the assumption of normality was met for 

treatment (W=0.958, p = .793) and control groups (W = 0.925,  p = 0.472) on this measure. Assumptions 

of homogeneity of variance, as determined by Levene’s test, were also met F (1,14) = 0.493, p = 0.494. 

An independent samples t-test was therefore justified. The null hypothesis was retained. Mean scores on 

the WRMT at pretest (n=16) did not differ statistically between groups (t = -0.075, p = 0.942). Given this 

finding, equivalent offline reading comprehension skill, a known predictor of online reading 

comprehension skills (Coiro, 2011a), was assumed between groups. 

LINKS and its impact on Strategic Processing during Inquiry [RQ1] 

Several between-group comparisons were conducted to determine the impact, if any, of the 

LINKS intervention on strategy use during inquiry. Pre-test v. post-test comparisons were made, as were 

repeated measures comparisons that included treatment sessions. Comparisons included: (a) the total 

sums of strategies used at pre-test vs. post-test between and within groups, (b) frequency counts of 

specific strategies at each stage of the study, (c) relative frequencies of strategies use, and (d) relative 

duration of strategies used. 

Comparison of mean total strategies. The mean number of strategies applied by treatment and 

control groups was taken as a macro-level indicator of participants’ strategic processing during inquiry. 

Total frequencies of strategic episodes for each dyad were defined as the sum of all [(PST)2 + (iC3)] 

codes, plus M (constructing understanding within a single text) and Y (trustworthiness during close 

reading) codes. The null hypothesis was retained for within groups and between groups differences. Mean 

frequencies of all strategies applied at pre-test and post-test were compared with repeated measures 

ANOVA; assumptions of homogeneity of variance and sphericity were met. There was no statistically 

significant main effect of session  F(1,6) = 1.048, p =.345 within groups, meaning that frequency totals 

for strategic processing episodes did not differ between pretest or posttest in treatment and control 

conditions. Likewise, the interaction of session and condition was not statistically significant F(1,6) = 

.816, p =.401. For the participants in this study, it therefore seems that the type of treatment received had 
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no statistically significant impact on the mean number of processing strategies applied during inquiry 

activities.  

Strategy-by-strategy frequencies comparisons. Although groups did not differ at pre-test or at 

post-test on the total number of strategies used, the next series of comparisons focused on the mean 

between-groups frequencies of each strategy code. A series of non-parametric Mann-Whitney U tests 

were conducted to compare group means because assumptions for normality and homogeneity of variance 

were not consistently met for all data. Nearly all null hypotheses for between group differences on 

individual strategies frequencies were retained; only one post-test difference was determined between 

groups. The frequencies distributions of control and treatment groups on the Pre-Existing Knowledge 

code were found to differ statistically U=0.00, p = 0.029, Z = 2.38, r = .84. This finding suggests that 

treatment participants discussed their pre-existing knowledge at posttest as they had been taught to do 

during the intervention. As the only strategy that was found to differ at post-test relative to the control, 

this finding raises several questions about why this particular strategic action transferred, but other 

strategic actions did not. 

Strategy-by-strategy relative frequencies comparisons. For each strategy at each moment in 

the study, I compared mean relative frequencies as a way to explore the patterns of strategy use between 

groups. Relative frequencies were calculated by dividing sum frequency counts by the sum total of all 

strategies used at each session. This was calculated for each dyad. A mean was then taken for treatment 

and for control groups. Mann-Whitney U tests were used to compare distributions for all relative 

frequencies. Analyses of relative frequencies were identical to analyses of frequencies. Null hypotheses 

were retained for all post-test comparisons, except one: Pre-existing Knowledge episodes at Posttest U = 

0.00, p =.029, Z = 2.36, r = .83 did differ between groups. 

Comparisons of relative duration of strategy use. Relative duration is a measure of the 

proportion of time spent using a given strategy. To calculate relative duration, I used onset sequence data 

collected in Morae (Techsmith, 2012) for each code. The difference, in seconds, between the onsets of 

two sequential codes was taken as the duration of the first code. When graphed, the data reveal 
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remarkably consistent patterns of time use. As would be expected, given the assigned inquiry tasks and 

communicative purpose, we can see from Figures 2 and 3 that all participants spent the most time 

searching and selecting texts and identifying important information in texts that they selected to read. 

Posttest data are shown for both groups in these figures. Differences of mean duration between groups on 

relative duration of all strategic processes were not statistically significant, however.  

LINKS and its Impact on Trace Indicators of Integration in Persuasive Arguments [RQ2] 

Trace indicators of integration in persuasive essays index. Mean values for the trace indicators 

of integration index (TII Index) were compared. Table 2 shows descriptive statistics for treatment and 

control groups for the five essays. Figure 4 shows comparisons of mean TII scores graphically. It is 

important to re-state that all participants in both conditions wrote their persuasive arguments 

independently, without researcher intervention.  

 

Figure 2. Control group. Posttest relative duration of strategies use. Coding Legend a: Purpose, b: 
Pre-existing Knowledge, c: Search, d: Source Selection, e: Type, f: Trustworthiness, g: Identify 
Important Information, h: Compare to pre-existing knowledge, i: Connect to other texts, j: 
Continually Update, m: Close reading of a single text, n: Notetaking, y: Evaluating 
trustworthiness while reading a text.   
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Figure 3. Treatment group. Posttest relative duration of strategies use.  
 

The Shapiro-Wilks test confirmed the assumption of normality was met for all treatment 

distributions but not for control group essays at practice session 3 (essay 4) or at posttest (essay 5). Given 

these violations, I used non-parametric tests to compare between-group differences and within group 

change over the course of the study on the TII measure. Descriptively, it is important to point out that the 

treatment condition mean score at pretest was lower than the score for the control condition. At posttest, 

the treatment condition’s mean score increased and the control condition’s mean score decreased. A 

between-groups comparison of pre-test mean scores using the Mann-Whitney U test was not statistically 

significant U = 15.00, Z = -1.85, p = .083 however. No statistically significant between-groups results 

were found at any point in the study on the TII index score, including at posttest, U = 27.5, Z = -.483, p = 

.645. 
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Table 2 

Summary of Mean TII Scores for Control and Treatment Groups 

  Control Treatment 

 M (SD) 95% CI M (SD) 95% CI 

1 Pretest 13.13 (1.73) [11.93, 14.32] 9.00 (4.84) [5.65, 12.35] 

2 Practice 1 12.75 (2.66) [10.93, 14.56] 12.25 (3.81) [9.60, 12.90] 

3 Practice 2 11.12 (3.31) [8.82, 13.41] 12.50 (3.89) [9.81, 15.20] 

4 Practice 3 12.88 (3.09)** [10.77, 14.99] 11.12 (2.99) [9.05, 13.20] 

5 Posttest 11.00 (2.39)** [9.34, 12.66] 11.00 (3.42) [8.62, 13.37] 

**Normality assumption violated. 
 

Results of Friedman’s ANOVA, which tests repeated-measures change within groups, were not 

statistically significant for control or treatment groups. For the control group, c2 (4) = 4.189, p = .381. For 

the treatment condition, c2 (4) = 7.709, p = .103. Given the increase in the mean TII scores seen at 

practice session 1, and then maintained by the treatment condition over the remainder of the study, I also 

examined the mean differences between pre-test and practice session 1 using the Wilcoxon signed-rank 

test. The result was not strictly significant at the alpha = .05 level, Z = -1.895, p = .058. However, the 

effect size, r = .67 suggested an effect worthy of consideration. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test that 

compared the pre-test scores with scores at practice session 2 were, in fact, statistically significant , Z = -

2.384, p = .017, r = .84.  
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Figure 4. Mean Trace Indicators of Integration Index scores for both groups on all five essays.  
 

Given (a) the timing of this improvement, (b) the effect sizes, and (c) that the improvement was 

generally sustained over the remainder of the study for the treatment condition, I interpret this as an 

indicator of disruptive promise which nudged participants toward more integrative action in their written 

arguments. Compared to the control condition that did not see a similar increase at any moment in the 

study, LINKS may have shaken up these students' writing processes so that they were able to demonstrate 

more evidence of integrative thinking as measured on this rubric. 

Analysis of discrete indicators of integration. To further explore the impact of the intervention 

on trace indicators of integration, I conducted discrete pre-post non-parametric comparisons of specific 

items included in the integration rubric. These analyses allowed me to more closely examine the 

particular aspects of integration that may have been more or less influenced by the LINKS intervention 

compared to the control group, but also within each group. 

 For these pre-post analyses, I selected three items from the rubric that were most closely aligned 

with the items used to measure Synthesis in the ORCA-Open (Leu et al., 2012)--––(it uses evidence of 

intertextuality, and integration of details from two websites in a written product) but also, arguably, the 

most concrete or central indicators of integration of multiple texts across multiple information sources. Of 
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the ten items included in the rubric, (a) the inclusion of information from more than one Internet text, (b) 

the use of corroborating information from two or more Internet texts, and (c) the use of counter-facts to 

the main argument that were collected from websites not used to inform the main argument, were selected 

for discrete analysis. I also compared evidence of integration of background knowledge because treatment 

participants were instructed to talk about and write down their background knowledge as a part of 

LINKS, and frequencies analyses did reveal between-groups differences on this strategy during inqury. 

Results of a Mann-Whitney U test showed that at pretest, control and treatment groups seemed 

equally likely to include information from more than one Internet text in their written arguments U = 

20.00, Z = -1.852, p = .064. The same was true at posttest U = 28.00, Z = -1.00, p = .317. The groups were 

also equally likely to include corroborating information in their written arguments from two or more 

Internet texts at pretest, U = 26.00, Z = -.77, p = .441. They were also equally likely to include 

corroborating facts from two or more texts at posttest U = 20.00, Z = -1.852, p = .064. 

On their use of counter-facts to the main argument and the use of background knowledge in their 

written arguments, control and treatment groups were, however, found to differ at posttest. Specifically, 

the rubric accounted for the inclusion of counterpoints to the central argument collected from one or more 

sources that were different from the sources used to construct the central argument. In effect, this criterion 

was designed to tap into students’ gathering of multiple perspectives from multiple texts and then whether 

that gathering resulted in the inclusion of multiple perspectives in the essay. On this criterion at pre-test, 

the control condition mean rank (10.56) was statistically significantly higher than the mean rank for the 

treatment condition (6.44) U = 15.5, Z = -2.031, p = .042, with an effect size r = .51 meaning that the 

control participants were more likely to show evidence of this process in their essays at the start of the 

study, and that the size of that effect was large (Cohen, 1992). At posttest, however, the means were 

flipped. The mean rank for the treatment condition was 10.50 and for the control, it was 6.50 with U = 16, 

Z = -1.936, p = .053, r =.48. Although this between-groups comparison was not strictly statistically 

significant at the .050 level of alpha, the size of the effect at posttest was large. Moreover, a within-group 

pre-post Wilcoxon Signed Ranks comparison for the treatment condition on this criterion was statistically 
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significant Z = -2.236, p = .025, r = .79, suggesting that by posttest, treatment participants were able to 

include more counterpoints in their essays that they gathered from texts that were not also used to 

construct their main argument. Again, the calculated effect size was large for this pre-post difference 

(Cohen, 1992). In constrast, the pre-post Wilcoxon Signed Rank comparison for the control group 

revealed no statistically significant difference Z = -1.265, p = .206. For the control group, it therefore 

cannot be said that the pretest and posttest scores were sampled from different populations. Together, 

these data suggest that more change occurred in the treatment condition on this criterion of “counterpoint 

use” than in the control condition. 

Finally, and consistent with the strategies analyses, treatment participants were also found to have 

integrated more evidence of background knowledge in their posttest written arguments than the control 

group, U = 11.5, Z = -2.45 p = .014 r =.61.  At pretest on this criterion, however, the groups were found to 

have been sampled from the same population, U = 28.00, Z = -1.00, p = .317. Moreover, the Wilcoxon 

Signed Rank comparison for pretest vs. posttest mean ranks revealed a statistically significant within-

group difference for the treatment group, Z = -2.33, p = .02, r = .83, suggesting that at posttest, the 

treatment participants, who were found to make more explicit note of their prior knowledge on the topic 

while reading, also included that knowledge more often in their argumentative essays. The control 

condition did not change on this criterion between pretest and posttest, Z = 0.00, p = 1.00.  

Discussion 

Based on these results, and the limitations discussed below, the general theme of the LINKS 

intervention story is one of “disruptive promise” rather than general, conclusive impact. I use the term 

disruptive promise to portray the way that LINKS nudged participants toward new processes of 

integrative action during online inquiry and writing of persuasive arguments. As shown in figures 2 and 3,  

all students applied a remarkably consistent set of strategies in remarkably similar ways, and yet, as 

reported above, posttest comparisions did reveal two important signals that LINKS nudged treatment 

participants toward more integrative actions.  
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First, during dyadic online inquiry, treatment participants engaged more discussion of 

background knowledge at posttest than the control group. Evidence of students’ background knowledge 

was also more prevalent in treatment participants’ posttest arguments, suggesting that this particular 

strategic action happened both during reading and during writing for this group of students in ways that 

did not happen for the control. Secondly, at posttest, treatment participants did use information in the 

development of counter arguments that could be traced to a broader set of information sources than were 

used by the control group. Given the complexity and the importance of multiple, multimodal Internet text 

integration skills development, these two pieces of evidence, though limited in their generalizability, do 

suggest that LINKS enabled treatment participants to engage what they already knew, and to leverage a 

broader set of information sources, as they constructed a persuasive argument in response to an academic 

prompt. Given findings that many adolescents struggle to construct an integrated mental model of 

understanding from multiple texts (e.g., Cerdán & Vidal-Abarca, 2008; Sevensma, 2013; Wineburg, 

1991) this study offers a promising point of departure for future research and for teachers searching for 

methods that could support development of advanced digital academic skills. 

 Colwell, Hunt-Barron & Reinking (2013) have argued that pedagogies which develop 

“ingrained, spontaneous use of strategies for locating and evaluating information on the Internet when 

completing academic tasks” (p. 314) are especially challenging to cultivate, and that “spontaneous 

transfer to more authentic tasks is the acid test that should be the measure of an intervention’s success” (p. 

315). The results reported here align with this assertion. LINKS did not pass the acid test for most 

strategies, and yet, the observed intractability of most strategic actions does raise several important 

questions. 

 Why didn’t treatment students engage the strategies known to be used by expert multiple text 

integrators more frequently, after receiving an intervention designed to support this? One answer could 

simply be that the visible, audible, spontaneous application of discrete strategic actions during online 

inquiry, as defined in this study, takes more time and practice for grade nine students to develop than was 

available to them. Given that LINKS concomitantly presented treatment participants with a set of ten 
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strategies to engage during dyadic online inquiry, it may simply have been the case that three intervention 

sessions were not enough to support the anticipated changes in strategy application, or at least not enough 

to support more significant strategic shifts than those that occurred in a group of control condition 

participants who practiced the tasks without the LINKS intervention. To address this question, future 

research of LINKS should offer students more time. On this point, the time constraints (e.g., 30 minutes 

for reading, 20 minutes for writing) might also have limited participants’ strategic actions. If participants 

were allowed, for instance, to research a question for as long as they felt they needed, would strategic 

actions change? Would more comparisons to background knowledge, consideration of contrasting 

perspectives between and among texts occur? Would students stop to update their understandings more 

often? Future research should be designed to address these significant questions.  

The reported findings also beg the question of why background knowledge was the only strategy, 

explicitly taught, that transferred in any statistically significant way to treatment participants’ posttest 

inquiry process, and also to posttest argumentative writing. McNamara and Shapiro (2005) found that the 

construction of a cohesive situation model from multiple linked hypertexts was dependent on the structure 

of the hypertext environment itself, but also on the reader’s pre-existing domain knowledge. Readers with 

more content knowledge in McNamara and Shapiro's study were more able to construct meaning in open 

hypertext systems whereas readers with less content knowledge benefitted from hypertext environments 

that explicitly cued the relationships among texts. Given the open web-based environment for participants 

in this study, did treatment participants recognize that cueing background knowledge was particularly 

helpful for the completion of the assigned integrative writing task? Or was cueing background knowledge 

the easiest strategy to engage? Delving more deeply into the reasons that participants engage background 

knowledge could inform revisions to the LINKS intervention. Could these same reasons be used to 

support application of other strategies? 

Importantly, this study did not measure whether students who used background knowledge in 

their essays were more likely to generate argumentative conclusions that were more aligned with what 

they already believed on the controversial issues they researched. Given that treatment participants were 
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more likely to engage background knowledge during inquiry, future work should also examine the extent 

to which the action of cueing background knowledge correlates with use of diverse texts that present 

multiple views in written arguments. 

Analyses of students’ use of trace indicators of integration in their written arguments revealed 

several important findings that prompt many more questions. As noted,  at pretest and posttest, the 

groups’ overall Trace Indicators of Integrativeness (TII) index scores did not differ. The treatment 

condition mean score did, however, change between pretest and practice session 1 when the intervention 

was introduced and the difference between pretest and practice session 2 was even statistically significant 

within that group. This result suggests that the LINKS intervention may have been a constructive 

influence for the treatment condition, enabling them to engage more indicators of integration once 

receiving the first step of the intervention. The large improvement in mean TII scores for the treatment 

group from pretest to practice session 1 was the most considerable change on this index for the treatment 

group (the small upward shift at practice session 2 made the mean difference at this moment in the study 

statistically significant between groups). For the remainder of the study, their TII index scores remained 

steady, never dropping back to their pre-test levels. Importantly, the control condition saw no analogous 

bump in TII at any point in the study. Reading, writing and simply practicing this type of reading-writing 

inquiry activity with a partner five times did not seem to boost these students’ TII scores in a similar way. 

         Additional insights emerged from a close analysis of discrete criteria from the TII rubric. At 

pretest and posttest, both groups were equally likely to use more than one text to inform their written 

arguments. They were also equally likely to integrate corroborating facts gathered from two or more 

Internet texts. Where the groups differed, however, was in their use of counterpoints gathered from 

Internet texts that were different from those used to inform the construction of their central written 

arguments. At pretest, the control group’s mean rank was statistically significantly higher than the 

treatment condition’s mean rank on this criterion. At posttest, the treatment condition’s mean rank was 

not strictly statistically significantly higher than the control condition’s mean rank, but the effect size 

(r=.48) suggested a substantial influence of treatment. The within-group change for the treatment 
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condition from pretest to posttest was, however, statistically significant. The effect size (r = .79) 

suggested a very substantial effect of treatment for this group between pretest and posttest. 

         Leveraging the assumption that students' writing can be used to infer proof of multiple text 

integration processes, these findings suggest that the LINKS intervention did have a statistically 

significant impact on the treatment group's ability to pull contrasting perspectives gathered from a broader 

set of Internet texts into their written arguments. 

 What research could account for this shift and inspire further inquiry? Returning to Rouet’s 

TRACE model, a strong theoretical influence for the design of LINKS and the [(PST)2 + (iC3)] strategies, 

the LINKS treatment may have influenced students’ understanding of their “internal needs and 

environmental constraints” (Rouet, 2006, p. 105) in ways that enabled them to (a) apply more trace 

indicators of integration in their persuasive essays once introduced to the intervention, (c) to engage more 

explicit evidence of background knowledge during inquiry and in their persuasive arguments at posttest, 

and (d) to use more counter facts at posttest than the control group. Screencast think alouds and guided 

questioning may have provided referents against which "internal needs and environmental constraints" 

could be judged. Likewise, the environmental constraints of the process may have been more obvious to 

treatment dyads because these were modeled and scaffolded more clearly for them. 

         Alternatively, we might invoke theories of cognitive load (e.g., Kirschner, Sweller & Clark, 2006; 

Mayer, 2004) and self-regulation in hypermedia learning (e.g., Azevedo & Witherspoon, 2009; Negretti, 

2012). It may be that the modeling and guided questions provided to treatment participants freed their 

working memories so that during writing, they could leverage their background knowledge as a point of 

comparison for the information they had gathered, and integrate counterpoints from a broader range of 

texts. Certainly, the intervention was designed to scaffold precisely the skills that Azevedo & 

Witherspoon (2009) identify as essential for self-regulated learning, understanding, and problem solving 

in hypermedia contexts, namely, “planning processes such as activating prior knowledge, setting and 

coordinating sub-goals that pertain to accessing new information […] coordinating several informational 

sources, generating hypotheses, extracting relevant information from the resources, re-reading, making 
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inferences, summarizing, and re-representing the topic based on one’s emerging understanding through 

taking notes and drawing” (p. 321).  If we substitute this last idea–– taking notes and drawing––with 

writing, then it could be argued taht LINKS, with its protocols parallel to those outlined by Azevedo & 

Witherspoon may have scaffolded self-regulatory processes for treatment condition participants in ways 

that supported greater integrative thinking at certain moments during the study, including at posttest for 

two key criteria of integration. This hypothesis is speculative, of course, but future research should 

explicitly examine evidence of self-regulatory processing for students who have received the LINKS 

intervention.  

         The interaction of writing and the LINKS intervention during online inquiry also warrants further 

investigation. Consistent with research on writing-to-learn in school (e.g., Klein, 1999, Klein & Rose, 

2010, Langer, 1986a; 1986b, Newell, 2006) it was hypothesized that the writing of persuasive arguments 

in this study might support multiple text integration, but neither writing nor notetaking were explicitly 

taught as part of the LINKS intervention. Although they started off the study able to demonstrate slightly 

higher mean levels of integration in their written persuasive arguments than the treatment condition, the 

control group showed no change in integration over the five sessions of the study.  For the treatment 

group, however, change was seen. The LINKS intervention may have enabled them to bring together 

more information, from more texts, including those that presented contrasting viewpoints, and apply more 

linguistic markers of integration such as transitional phrases and parallel structures after each of the first 

two practice sessions and at posttest (vs. their own prest levels). Having received guided support and 

think aloud modeling of multiple text integration via screencast, the act of writing may have enabled 

integration of multiple, multimodal Internet texts for the treatment condition in ways that were 

inaccessible to the control condition who received none of the integration supports during online inquiry.  

Limitations 

Results should be interpreted cautiously because of methodological limitations. Primarily, the 

between-groups comparisons reported here are based on just eight dyads, a small sample size. Essay 

comparisons included just 16 cases, with eight participants’ data in each group. Non-parametric tests were 
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used to compare groups. Future research with more participants will be required to make stronger 

inferential claims about the impact of the LINKS intervention on students’ multiple Internet text 

integration skills during online inquiry and as evidenced in written arguments.  

Another limitation is the variability in timing of practice sessions. Although efforts were made to 

ensure all dyads participated at generally equal intervals at each phase of the study, scheduling conflicts 

resulted in variability that could have influenced the general impact of the intervention as well as the 

control experience.  

Also, the intervention was delivered on a pull-out basis in students’ schools rather than with full 

classes of students. Although a pilot study with a group of sixth-grade students suggests that instruction of 

PST2 + iC3 strategies can support online inquiry (Hagerman & White, 2013) the instructional method 

described here has not yet been implemented with full classrooms of students.  

Conclusion 

Given the need for methods of instruction that support students’ development of multiple Internet 

text integration skills, the LINKS intervention offers teachers a point of departure. In addition to 

articulating the rationale for its design, this study offers preliminary evidence of the intervention’s impact 

on grade 9 students’ ability to (a) engage a set of strategies known to be used by expert multiple text 

integrators during inquiry activities in school, and (b) write persuasive arguments that demonstrate 

integrative thinking using a range of criteria. Most significantly, at posttest and in comparison with a 

control group, participants who received the LINKS intervention did, more frequently, use information in 

the construction of written counterpoints from websites that had not been used to construct their central 

arguments. Though perhaps only evidence of a nudge in a promising direction, I argue that with so little 

information to guide teachers’ practice at present, this nudge is important. LINKS may have provided an 

organizing framework that enabled treatment participants to integrate information from a more diverse set 

of information sources in their written arguments at posttest. Future investigations of students’ emergent 

multiple Internet text integration processes and the teaching practices that are best suited to supporting 
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them should explicitly address this hypothesis, and modify the intervention so that it is delivered over a 

longer period of time, and in diverse classroom contexts.  
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Appendix A: List of Codes with Examples 

Note. Top-level categories are listed as headings in bold. Subcategorical codes are listed as bullet points. 
Letters were assigned arbitrarily to top-level categories using Morae (Techsmith, 2012) which constrains 
coding choice to letters of the alphabet.  (T) is used to indicate an example from Treatment Condition; (C) 
indicates Control Group.  
__________________________________ 
A: Purpose      
• Using purpose to plan online inquiry process, especially at the start of the reading session 
 
Examples: 
  
(T) 
[@ 2:00] ALEX: Alright so, synthetic soaps and babies. [restating the main ideas] 
 
(C) 
AN:[summarizing what their reading purpose is] Okay, so cancer cells dna vs. healthy dna 
 
B: Pre-existing Knowledge        
• Pre-reading discussion of what students already know on the topic 
 
Examples:  
 
(T) 
BL: Do you have any more background knowledge? I don't have any so, I'm just gonna write that.    
DT: I'm not gonna go too verbal on this. [small talk]   
BL: Okay, so I have no prior knowledge. How are we going to approach this. [a suggestioin to plan 
search]   
DT: We have prior knowledge. We know that radiation can kill healthy cells. I mean it kind of said that.  
BL: It's in the prompt. Fine, you can write that down. So, no prior knowledge.   
 
 (C) 
AN: Well, children don't really use a specific type of soap.  BS: Well, there's like baby soap. Johnson's 
and Johnson's.  AN: Ya. That's sort of more like, I don't know. Seven year-olds.  BS: [Shakes her head.] 
Baby soap.   AN: Baby powder.   
 
     
C: Search        
• Planning search terms through discussion and negotiation     
• Typing/entering search term (new search terms)      
• Revising or refining search terms        
• Using auto-complete to pick a search term after entering key word stem   
• Going to Google (entering www.google.com or by some other method)   
• Planning an overall search strategy (e.g., let's search on this topic and then on this topic so we can 

compare)     
• Tangential search to fix-up gap in understanding      
• Expressing emotion -- frustration, dismay, general anxiety because student doesn't know what search 

terms to use, or because they needed help from Google 
• Using search function within a website      
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Examples: 
 
(C) 
[@ Google] AN: [types: cons] I mean, we found pros [meaning, during the silent reading time with the 
video] Maybe we should go for cons now? [ST: cons of nuclear fission] 
 
(T) 
JOHN: [starts to type in search phrase] synthe-   
ALEX: It's already there. [meaning that autocomplete has already suggested an appropriate search term]   
JOHN: [chooses autocomplete suggestion for first search: synthetics materials in children soap]  
ALEX: [...] You have to click search.    
JOHN: That might be a good idea. 

 
D: Source Selection        
• Skimming and scrolling down and up a list of search results - with eyes and mouse  
• Hovering with mouse; scrutinizing for potential utility     
• Reading search result title, URL or part of snippet text aloud as a way to (a) identify a link as having 

been viewed and considered, (b) communicate this information to partner, (c) consider the link's 
utility.     

• Previewing link using >> arrows in browser      
• Making and articulating predictive inferences using clues from info in search result entry (i.e., snippet 

text, URL, Title, or the >>preview)     
• Clicking on first search result without evidence of strategic inferencing beyond perceived content-

based relevance    
• Using in-site menus and/or suggested hyperlinks       
• Entering a URL directly into address bar        
• Returning to list of search results after reading a text; reviewing, reconsidering potential utility of 

these results       
• Using previous knowledge to identify the potential utility of a site 
 
Example:  
(C) 
WS: Top 10 lists!   
CS: [reads the title] Highest paying jobs. [the first result] [she scrolls to the second] High paying 
chemistry jobs -- we could do this one.    
WS: Wait, no, that's with only bachelor's degree [reading the third title] There's some high paying options 
in the field of chemistry  WS & CS [in unison] -- and it's a dot org. [also coded as F: Trustworthy]  
CS: [clicks]  [Title: What are some high-paying career options in the field of chemistry? URL: 
degreedirectory.org/.../What_are_some_high-paying_career_... Snippet: Would you like to mix chemicals 
and create products? If so, the opportunities in the field of chemistry can be very competititve. The High-
paying...]   
 
 
E: Type 
• Using knowledge of source structure or source genre to make predictive inference about the type of 

information the source will contain, the relevance of information and/or its reliability 
 
Examples: 
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(C) 
TN: [She clicked on Baby Synthetic Soap but TN recognized immediately that the site was a e-
commerce] Oh no, that's just to buy it. [Then they clicked away.] 
 
(T) 
BL: It's a blog. [he clicks away] 
 
F: Trustworthiness BEFORE selecting and reading      
• Identifying or questioning authorship before selecting source    
• Identifying or questioning site credentials [of any kind] before selecting source 
 
Example: 
(T) 
DT: Are you sure we can trust this site? Oh, actually, never mind [she reads the title]    
BL: [laughs] National Cancer Institute   
DT: I read that and said never mind   
BL: Oh, you can't trust it - DOT GOV?   
DT: You can. Don't be sassy.  
 
Y: Trustworthiness DURING reading  
       
• Questioning and/or critically evaluating trustworthiness of text or information source based on clues 

and information extracted from text     
• Identifying and/or evaluating the relative weight that information from a given source should have 

based on its' assessed trustworthiness 
 
Examples: 
 
BS: This seems legit [then she grimaces in a way that suggests she was being sarcstic. She questions the 
reliability/value of this source while AN explores hyperlinks further] 
 
CS: [having just recognized the inconsistencies in salary reporting between myplan.com and 
weusemath.org] I trust the other website more though.  WS: Me too. It was a dot org and this isn't. 
        
G: Identify important information       
• Reading aloud       
• Reading silently       
• Skimming and scrolling down the page to identify information to read   
• Skimming the text while reading -- skipping to information that seems most relevant, important 

and/or useful       
• Previewing/Sampling a text or a text section to determine its utility before reading closely  
• Monitoring or Predicting the utility of a text once engaged in the reading process  
• Taking turns reading from a text       
• Explicitly Identifying facts as interesting, relevant, important, just what they need or not what they 

need        
• Using "find" feature within a page or a .pdf online to locate a keyword and therefore information that 

is most relevant to purpose/reading question  
 
Examples: 
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(C) 
BS: Wait [she's reading and scrolling to find info of relevance] 
[Title of article: People died at Three Mile Island - The Free Press - Indpendent URL: 
freepress.org/columns/display/7/2009/1733]  
AN: Um Public lied to. The public was lied to and there was an explosion. 
  
(C) 
[@ www.lesstoxic.ca/index.asp?fetch=babycare]   
MO: [reading silently] [they click on a subpage from the homepage that focuses on soap, specifically 
www.lesstoxic.ca/index.asp?fetch=babycare#soap]   
LG: Let's see. Ummm [reading silently] 
MO: We should probably write that down.   
LG: Okay. [@3:46 They position their mouse over the introductory paragraph to this page - LG copies 
down the first list of toxic chemicals]  
 
     
H: Compare to background knowledge        
• Stating explicitly how information in text compares with pre-existing knowledge (confirms, 

contradicts, extends)       
• Articulating an affective response to a text with words and/or paralinguistic expression (e.g., huh? 

Wow) in a way that shows the student is surprised, bothered, intrigued, impressed because this is new 
information or information that confirms what he/she already knew  

 
Examples: 
(C) 
BZ: [reading silently about Chernobyl]  
[The text states: There have been serious accidents with a small number of nuclear power stations. The 
accident at Chernobyl (Ukraine) in 1986 led to 30 people being killed and over 100,000 evaculated. In the 
preceding years, another 200,000 people were resettled away from the radioactive area. Radiation was 
even detected over a thousand miles away in the UK as a result of the chernobyl accident. It has been 
suggested that over time 2500 people died as a result of the accident.]  
BZ: Chernobyl, ya. You still can't walk on the grass there.  
[The text includes NOTHING about not being able to walk on the grass. BZ made a connection to 
background knowledge.]  
 
(T) 
PO: I know we have natural soaps at the house, but they're like $15 a bottle.   
 
I: Connect with other texts        
• Identifying and stating explicitly how ideas in current text connect to ideas in another text read during 

study (inter-textual connection)     
• Identifying and stating explicitly how ideas in current text connect to ideas read earlier within text 

(intra-textual connection)       
• Identifying and stating explicitly how ideas in current text connect to ideas in a text read outside of 

the study (extra-textual connection)     
• Planning reading path in order to facilitate inter-textual connections/comparisons 
 
Examples: 
(C) 
[after reading about the nuclear disaster at Three Mile Island in the USA]  
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BS: Chernobyl was probably more popular  AN: Because people died. Popular? [they laugh in that way 
that suggests they don't consider it the best choice of words…] 
 
(T) 
ALEX: There's more about the fragrances being bad to be exposed to. So, we know that's true.   
JOHN: Where are you reading that? Oh. Right 
   
J: Continually Update        
• Re-reading the prompt, checking to be sure the prompt is understood or re-focusing on purpose in a 

way that informs or enables a next step    
• Discussion that supports integration of ideas, connects to the purpose of their reading activities, 

and/or furthers their reading process     
• Identifying what is known on the issue and/or what is not yet known as a way to clarify logical next 

steps       
• Using a focus on purpose to prompt planning for next steps     
• Reconsidering interpretations of an idea after reading 
 
Example: 
(C) 
BS: [after taking notes] I kind of want to see how many people are employed  AN: At this place?  BS: No, 
at an average nuclear power plant. Like, to see if it would create jobs.  
 
K: Student Question        
• Questions that are of a procedural or technical nature or that ask for repetition/clarification of what 

was said; these are not questions that focus on the construction of meaning. 
 
Examples: 
(T) 
ALEX: Where do you see that?  JOHN: It's all in here. [question focused simply on where to find the 
information that HU identified as important] 
 
(C) 
BS: How do you spell pharmacist?   
AN: How do you think? It's with an F.   
BS: No it's not. 
 
   
M: Constructing Understanding within a single text       
• Summarizing, paraphrasing and/or restating to construct understanding of meaning  
• Word-level and/or sentence-level monitoring/fix-up      
• Asking question to clarify understanding of text        
 
Examples: 
(T) 
[reading from the www.jobbankusa.com site]  BK: So most of them make between $56 000 a year and 
$91 000 a year.    
PO: 56, wait, where is this? [looking more closely at the text] 
 
(C) 
AN: can I go down a little? [navigating down the page] 
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AN: Okay, so most of the side effects go away in two months. [summarizing content she has read] 
 
 
N: Student Takes Notes        
• Student(s) record, in writing, what they identify as important from the text they are currently reading  
• Monitoring/metacognitive commentary/evaluation of note-taking process 

 
Q: Researcher Question - Treatment Group       
• Questions asked of treatment students during practice/treatment sessions; designed to support learning 

or focus on the reading process in some strategic way 
 
Examples: 
1 (T) 
M: So, you're thinking about eHow? You weren't sure whether to pick it or not?   
CS: We're just going to look for the jobs and then   
WS: A biochemist, we can look up different -- so we don't have to trust what they say necessarily   
M: But you can corroborate, right? You can compare it?   
WS: Hmhm.   
 
2 (T) 
Michelle: so, it looks like you've built some comparisons with what you know? Do you feel like it's 
confirming? Or do you feel like you've gone in some new directions?  
 
3 (T) 
Michelle: So, you moved away from that one because?   
CS: It didn't really focus on what we were looking for.   
WS: It was talking more about like, This is good. You should do this, instead of actually saying why.  
M: Ah. And so, in terms of your reading purpose, did you feel like it wasn't going to get you where you 
needed to go?   
CS: [nods] Ya.   
  

     
S: Researcher Scaffolding - Treatment Group       
• Any comment, discussion, ideas shared with treatment students and that is designed to support 

students' multiple text integration processes in some way 
 
Examples: 
1 
M: You thought it was just what, WS?    
WS: just that movies that they had come out   
M: Oh, ya. No. It happened when I was a kid. It was horrible.    
M: And you brought up though, in Japan, after the tsunami, you brought that point up yourself. I 
overheard you say it. They're similar. Well, different cause, but similar circumstances for the poor people 
who were affected by it. 
 
2 
M: That's something that's great. I like how you just skimmed over that and were like no, that's not going 
to give me what I need so you moved on. That's great. [scaffolding a focus on inferencing/prediction 
based on the title, URL and snippet text] 
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P: Researcher Check-in Control        
• Any question or comment that Michelle asks/provides to the control condition students during their 

"practice" sessions; designed to elicit information about what is being read and/or control for "teacher 
presence" in students' reading experiences  

 
Examples: 
1 (C) 
M: How's it going?   
TN & SA: Good. 
 
2 (C) 
M: Sixteen minutes left to read. 
 
3 (C) 
M: [stands there and quietly asks them to focus on the task]   
AN: Sorry [Michelle nods] 
 

   
L: Reading on Topic that is Tangential to the Reading Purpose    
• Any reading activity that takes the student off in a direction that is only very loosely connected to the 

prescribed reading purpose, as outlined in the prompt  
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Appendix B: Trace Indicators of Integrative (TII) Index Rubric 
 

Criterion	   Score	  	  
0	  =	  no	  
1	  =	  somewhat,	  or	  one	  example;	  
meets	  minimum	  
2	  =	  yes	  definitely,	  or	  more	  than	  
one	  example;	  exceeds	  minimum	  

Evidence/Justification	  

Does	  the	  persuasive	  essay	  make	  an	  argument	  consistent	  with	  
the	  expectations	  outlined	  in	  the	  topic	  prompt.	  	  	  

	   	  

Does	  the	  persuasive	  essay	  include	  information	  learned	  from	  
more	  than	  one	  source?	  

	   	  

Does	  the	  persuasive	  essay	  include	  information	  learned	  from	  
more	  than	  one	  medium?	  

	   	  

In	  the	  persuasive	  essay,	  is	  the	  central	  argument/position	  
grounded	  in	  corroborating	  facts	  from	  two	  or	  more	  
websites/texts?	  

	   	  

Does	  the	  persuasive	  argument	  include	  counterpoints	  to	  the	  
central	  argument	  collected	  from	  one	  or	  more	  sources	  
different	  from	  the	  sources	  used	  to	  construct	  the	  central	  
argument?	  

	   	  

Does	  the	  persuasive	  essay	  integrate	  facts	  that	  were	  recorded	  
as	  part	  of	  the	  author’s	  bank	  of	  pre-‐existing	  knowledge?	  	  

	   	  

Does	  the	  essay	  provide	  evidence	  for	  construction	  of	  an	  
integrated	  mental	  model	  of	  understanding:	  Is	  there	  evidence	  
of	  integration	  of	  information	  across	  texts	  and/or	  within	  texts,	  
and/or	  with	  background	  knowledge?	  

	   	  

Does	  the	  persuasive	  essay	  include	  linguistic	  markers	  
indicative	  of	  integration	  (e.g.,	  seriation,	  transitional	  phrases	  
that	  connect	  ideas,	  connectives,	  parallel	  structures	  that	  show	  
an	  integrated	  understanding)	  

	   	  

Does	  the	  persuasive	  essay	  include	  explicit	  reference	  to	  
source	  information	  [i.e.	  mention	  of	  author,	  a	  reason	  for	  why	  
we	  should	  trust	  this	  information]?	  

	   	  

Does	  the	  persuasive	  essay	  include	  a	  thesis/synthesis	  
statement	  that	  communicates	  an	  integrated	  understanding	  
of	  the	  topic?	  	  

	   	  

	   TOTAL:	   	  
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